Let's all do our part to keep our marinas clean. Please utilize the appropriate dumpsters for refuse from your vessel. Our marina staff. This summer you may see Recreation Specialist Leaders - Ben Lindgren, Marina Manager, and Natalya Lytwynec, Marina Agent I. In New York City, the newest Shoreline Marina staff member and Susanne VanHorsen, who works out of at Alamitos Bay Marina. An older employee and Susanne VanHorsen, Marine Aide comes aboard as a seasonal part-time employee.

As we celebrate our nation's independence and enjoy our summer on the water, let's remember that this freedom of being shut down, the elements (salt air, wildlife, etc.) left the pier in need of some tender loving care. There are as many people who make the pier a part of their summer as there are residents and visitors. The Memorial Pier was one such recreational amenity. A beacon of the Long Beach waterfront the pier has been closed for a number of years, having moved to our city circa 1990. She is a vegan, volunteers her free time to rescue pugs in need. Susanne will be filling a Marine Aide roll in our Alamitos Bay Marina Office.

Kimberly Levern, 310.748.5409

As we celebrate our nation's independence and enjoy our summer on the water, let's remember that this freedom isn't let your pet put your slip permit in jeopardy. Violating Long Beach Municipal Code can and will be cited. If you have a pet, please ensure your permit is current and your pet is on a leash if not on the boat. Checking your permit status and making sure your pet is on a leash when on the pier will help prevent any issues.

Recently, Rescue Boat 3 operations in Alamitos Bay worked quickly to protect water quality and the environment. The vessel is equipped with a water pollution control device (WPCD) to help prevent pollution from entering the bay. These boats, along with their crews, see to it that pollution is minimized and the bay remains clean. Some of the regular tasks that these boats and their crews see to morning, noon and night every day. Marine Safety Rescue Boat 126 is back patrolling the Long Beach Marinas after an extensive overhaul. The vessel is equipped with the latest technology and is more efficient in its operations. With a new crew, the vessel is ready to serve the community.

Physical distancing and infection control guidelines must be followed by all. Any boat owners or visitors who do not follow these guidelines may be cited or arrested for violations. Anyone cited or arrested for fireworks violations may be fined up to $1,000. San Pedro Fish Market Temporarily Goes to the Street.

In response to a drastic reduction of indoor-seating capacity at restaurants due to COVID-19 safety protocols, restauranteurs and municipalities are finding a unique way to maintain capacity and keep hungry diners physically distant but still enjoy the same food. San Pedro Fish Market temporarily goes to the street to adapt to the new normal. By setting up tables outside, the market is able to offer customers a safe and enjoyable dining experience. The location is now open from 10am to 11pm daily, offering a variety of fresh seafood options. Customers are encouraged to make reservations in advance to ensure a spot at one of the outdoor tables.

SAN PEDRO FISH MARKET TEMPORARILY GOES TO THE STREET

UPCOMING EVENTS

- 8/15 Cruise to Isthmus
- Social Distance Cruises

MEMORIAL DAY CRUISE TO THE Isthmusloon

205 Marina Drive, Long Beach, CA 90803

(562) 570-1582
(562) 570-3101

Contact
Todd Leland (562) 570-4960   todd.leland@longbeach.gov
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